
Lab Practical is Monday May 6: 1pm - 4pm



Weekend field trip

We’re leaving Friday evening - 5 pm is preferable

Get sleeping bags and tents

Bring food and snacks, but we’ll bring some stuff and we’ll be 
stopping for lunches and dinners

Food - we’ll do breakfasts in the field, and we’ll stop for lunches. Do we want to have 
dinner out, or cook in the field?



Seen any birds? 

Lots of migrants on the move



Here’s what the radar looked like last night



Paper Discussion: 
Ruff Supergene



Mating and Breeding Systems



Social Monogamy

Polygyny

Polyandry

Promiscuity

~90% of species 
Long-term pair bonds 
Males compete for females but then stay with pair 

Males openly mate with several females 
They generally then leave the females to care for the young 
~2% of species

Females openly mate with multiple males 
Males often care for young 
~1% of species

Indiscriminate relationships 
Little to no pair bonds 
Little to no association between sex and social relationships



-Two birds form a prolonged pair relationship that can last for life

-Birds are the only vertebrate group where long-term pair bonds are the most common 
mating system

Social Monogamy



Pair bonds can be very long term

Over years, even over long-distance migration

There are occasional “divorces”, for example if a bird doesn’t arrive on breeding 
grounds in time, or if a better territory becomes available



Social Monogamy is not the same as sexual monogamy

A lot of socially monogamous birds show lots of extra-hair mating

Extra-pair mating can be as high as 50%



In socially monogamous birds, usually males compete for females

Song - display - territory

 

http://www.cornell.edu/video/birds-of-paradise-project


Red-backed Fairy Wrens

~56% of young in a nest not from the socially paired male

Females prefer to pair bond with duller males and mate with brighter plumages males



Polygyny: males mate with multiple females

~30% of bird species

Polygynous species often form leks - males can be extraordinary

http://www.cornell.edu/video/birds-of-paradise-project



Why do males display? Why fancy colors and long feathers?



Why do leks form where they do?

Hotshot

Hotspot

Black hole

Kin selection

Predation

Females go to one good male, so other males are attracted to that spot too

Some resource (like food) is abundant at the spot

Females group together to avoid male harassment, then males follow

Males in leks are related, get indirect benefits from cooperation

Reduced chance of depredation for each individual



Leks

White-collared Manakins: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6gY63UKPYc

Andean Cock-of-the-Rock: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgVbE6tSsBI

Sage Grouse: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLnbiTkj1TQ

Green Hermit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tng0IQPaTK0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6gY63UKPYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgVbE6tSsBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLnbiTkj1TQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tng0IQPaTK0


Ruff Lek dynamics



Polyandry
Females mate with multiple males

Female-female competition

Males care for young

Females larger, brighter plumage

Red Phalarope female Red Phalarope male



Dunnocks: variable mating systems

Females polyandrous when there are many 
males, monogamous when fewer males 

Males will physically remove other 
males sperm 

Polygynous when multiple female 
territories overlap



Like we learned about Condor at Hopper Mountain, most mating systems are not as 
simple as these categories suggest



Brood parasitism
Cuckoos

Cowbirds

Some Ducks (like Redhead)



Why do adult birds raise parasitic young?

Probably very strong selection for caring for whatever is in nest

In some cases, a parasite can help the host young



Brood Parasitism - evolutionary arms races

Why do adult birds raise parasitic young?

• Egg matching and 
recognition

• Hatching order 
and growth rates

• Murderous 
nestlings 
(honeyguides)

Some species (like Cuckoos) match eggs - but others (like Cowbirds) don’t at all!



Evolutionary arms races between 
obligate brood parasites and hosts

• Egg matching and 
recognition

• Hatching order 
and growth rates



Evolutionary arms races between 
obligate brood parasites and hosts

• Egg matching and 
recognition

• Hatching order 
and growth rates

• Murderous 
nestlings 
(honeyguides)


